Sports Premium Expenditure
2016-2017
Allocation Total for 2016/2017 £10,989
October- £6414.00

April- £4575.00

Underspend from 2015/2016 £3971.76
Total to Spend £14960.76
Sports Coaches,
inset, transport and
equipment

Total Expenditure

Positive Impact

Sustainability

Sports Equipment

Davies Sports =
796.94

For the first time
we have entered
the Luton Sports
Hall Athletics
competition. In
doing this, we are
entered into many
different events.
This requires lots
of different
equipment for the
children to practice
on. We purchased
reversa-boards,
speed bounce
mats, hurdles and
a hi-stepper. This
way the children
are prepared for
the competition
and are also trying
something new. All
children will use
this equipment
throughout their
time at William
Austin allowing for
greater
participation and
ensuring we
annually enter this
competition.

At William
Austin we look
after our
equipment we
have good
space to store
our resources
which allows for
our lessons to
be well
equipped and
all children to
access the
learning. We
will continue to
ensure
equipment is
regularly
serviced and
looked after.
This will allow
for longevity
and a
purposeful
learning
environment.

Sports Team Wear

3Q Sports = 321.52

We purchased a
new football kit for

This is a vital
part of feeling a

students to wear at
football fixtures
and tournaments. It
is a good way for
children to feel
included in a team,
it creates a positive
atmosphere before
games and all
children feel
belong to team
William Austin. The
kit is worn by both
boys and girls. This
creates a sense of
belonging for all
children and a
positive team
ethos. There is a
sense of unity
when representing
the school.

sense of team
spirit and
allowing
children to feel
involved in the
process of
teamwork
regardless of a
win, lose or
draw.
For every
fixture,
tournament or
match we
ensure our
children are in
correct clothing.
This builds
team morale.
We are able to
continue to use
the kit
purchased for
all children in
our school.

On a Thursday
evening we have
approx. 100
children attending
football club. This
creates a positive,
inspiring and
motivational
environment for all
our children. They
are able to call
upon the best
experts in the field
and use their
knowledge to
enhance their
ability in football.
Children are able
to build upon their
teamwork and
communication

The children’s
self-esteem and
confidence will
build over time
and remain a
strong part of
who they are.
Children are
able to form
friendships and
relationships
with children
from other
years groups
and classes.
This is
important in
creating a
William Austin
‘family’.

Specialised
Coaches:
Luton Town
Football Coaching

1120.00

whilst working with
varying abilities.
Autumn Term
Reward Trip:
Ice Skating
Spring: TBC
Summer: TBC

Sports Equipment
(Sports Directory):
Ultimate Frisbee

150.00

31.00

All children are
trying something
new and for the
first time. We are
ensuring the
children chosen
are not always in
our clubs and
teams. We are
going to try and
access the pupils
who are less likely
to be involved in
sport outside of
school. 2-3
children from each
class are chosen.
We are taking 15
children per year
group over four
consecutive
weeks. This
encourages a
sense of
achievement for
these children and
provides them with
a new experience.

This trip will
continue each
year to allow
different groups
of children to
experience ice
skating. Each
time this trips
runs we will
ensure different
children are
chosen. This
way we are
accessing a
greater number.

The children will be
invited in year
groups to attend
this club. It will run
at lunchtime. This
will help pupils with
their hand eye coordination and
agility. Children will
also learn a new
sport and game.

Pupils will be
entered into an
Ultimate
Frisbee
competition
held in Luton.
Each training
session
different
children will be
selected and
put into teams.
This will help
build teamwork
and morale
amongst the
children.

.

Total Spent

2419.46

